


partial two-tone image formed by the jth bit-plane, 4 � j � 7,
corresponding to the reflected gray code representation of the
intensity values. However, Euler numbers defined merely on
isolated bit-planes as in [2] do not capture any interrelationship
across the bit-planes present in the actual intensity level structure
of the gray-level image. To find out an ideal spatial feature based
on bit-planes, we exploit certain “connectivity” that exists across
the bit-planes to define the augmentation of bit-planes.

The bit-plane B7 and its corresponding graph G7 give an initial
structure of the original image. Now, as we go down the bit-planes,
each bit-plane and its corresponding graph augment further
details. The augmentation is described next.

3.2 Augmentation of Bit-Plane Graphs

Let Rðj; iÞ be a run in the ith row of the jth bit-plane ðBjÞ starting
at column sji and ending at column eji, 1 � sji � eji � M .

Run overlap. Let a run Rðj0; iÞ start at column sj0i and end at ej0i.
The run Rðj0; iÞ is said to overlap Rðj; iÞ for ð4 � j < j0 � 7Þ, if any
one of the following conditions hold:

1. sj0i � sji � ej0i,
2. sj0i � eji � ej0i,
3. sji � sj0i � ej0i � eji,
4. sji ÿ ej0i ¼ 1, and
5. sj0i ÿ eji ¼ 1.

Conditions 4 and 5 are for eight-connectivity; for four-connectivity,
they are not required. Any run Rðj; iÞ is a nonoverlapped run if no

such Rðj0; iÞ exists for Rðj; iÞ. See Figs. 2a and 2b for examples of

overlapping and nonoverlapping runs. In Fig. 2a, Rðj0; iÞs denote

overlapping runs for Rðj; iÞs.
Augmented graphs for an augmented bit-plane. Each bit-planeBj has

a bit-plane graph Gj associated with it. G
aug
j represents the

augmented graph for an augmented bit-plane B
aug
j . Clearly, for

B7,G
aug
7 ¼ G7. For any other bit-planeBjð4 � j < 7Þ, the augmented

graph G
aug
j is constructed as follows: For runs Rðj; iÞ in the bit-

planeBj, wedetermine the overlapping runsRðj0; iÞð4 � j < j0 � 7Þ.

Then, we create new runs (alternately, nodes of Gaug
j ) of Baug

j using

all overlapping runs of Rðj; iÞs. Also, we create new runs

(alternately, nodes of Gaug
j ) of the augmented bit-plane as an union

of the corresponding nonoverlapping runs. This finishes the

construction of the nodes (alternately, runs) of the augmented

graph G
aug
j . The edges of Gaug

j are formed by the usual definition of

neighboring runs between two augmented runs as defined in

Section 2. See Figs. 3a, 3b, and 3c for the original bit-planes,

augmented bit-planes, and the augmented bit-plane graphs.
Note that, if all bit-planes Bj0 , ð4 � j < j0 � 7Þ are stacked on Bj

to create the new bit-plane B
aug
j , then we can find the dominating

run and neighborhood run relations between Bj0s and Bj only by

looking at the run and neighborhood runs ofBaug
j . Thus,Baug

j can be

derived by just “OR”-ing the bit-planesBj0swithBj. The augmented

graph G
aug
j is then constructed corresponding to the bit-plane B

aug
j .

The above observation, based on which we define SERVE, is

summarized below.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of runs and neighboring runs showing that the corresponding graphs are not isomorphic. (a) Euler number ¼
P

runsÿ
P

neighboring runs ¼ ÿ1.

(b) Row-major bit-plane graph; the tuple ð�; �Þ denotes run number � in row �. (c) Column-major bit-plane graph; ð; �Þ denotes run number � in column .

Fig. 2. Overlapping and nonoverlapping runs. (a) Overlapping runs. (b) Nonoverlapping runs.



Observation 2. For any bit-plane Bj, the augmented bit-plane B
aug
j is

constructed as: B
aug
j ¼ Bj þBjþ1 þ . . .þ B7, where 4 � j � 7; +

denotes bit-wise logical OR operation.

SERVE (Euler Vector of type-1). The Stacked Euler Vector
(SERVE) of a gray-tone image is a four-tuple fE7; E6; E5; E4g, where
Ej is the Euler number of the partial two-tone image represented by
the augmented bit-plane Baug

j (see Figs. 3 and 4 for illustrations).
SERVE remains invariant under the transformations in which

the Euler number remains invariant. The proof can be deduced as a
simple extension of the triangulation independent topology
preserving property of the Euler number as shown in [3]. SERVE,
as a signature of a gray-tone image, uses both geometric and
intensity level characterization [12]. An on-chip VLSI implementa-
tion of SERVE can also be done following the design in [1].

4 EXPERIMENTS WITH STACKED EULER VECTOR

(SERVE)

4.1 Aggregating and Discriminating Features

The problem of image feature extraction can be viewed as a
functionF that maps a set of images I to amultidimensional feature
space IRn asF : I ! IRn. In many CBIR applications, F being only a
bijective mapping is not much of a benefit. Based mostly on human
perceptions (which is not mathematically well defined), the set of
images I can be classified into a set of equivalence classes
I1; I2; . . . ; Ik. Based on some appropriate distance function, if there
exists a relation that divides the multidimensional feature space IRn

into equivalence classes R1; R2; . . . ; Rk such that there exists a
bijective mapping between equivalence classes Ii 2 I and Ri 2 IRn,
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k, then we can say that the feature F is “good.” “Good”
features are both aggregating and discriminating. Aggregating
(discriminating) features are those for which images belonging to

the same (different) equivalence classes have feature values “close”

(“far”) relative to a distance function in IRn. See [8] and the

references therein for efforts in finding such “good” features. But, the

features used are mostly complex and computationally expensive.

On the other hand, most of the existing CBIR systems use low-level,

fast-to-compute features [14]. Low-level features suffer from the

problem that they are not both aggregating and discriminating. If

both are used together, the discriminating feature will obviously

have a dominating contribution to the distancemeasure,making the

aggregate feature redundant. A better solution can be obtained by

breaking down the retrieval process into two steps. First, retrieve a

set of images IA 2 I based on the aggregating feature. Next, use the

discriminating feature on IA to retrieve the final set of images. In

Section 3, we show experimentally that SERVE is a more (less)

aggregating (discriminating) feature than invariant moments and

both can be combined in the said two-step process to improve

retrieval efficiency. We chose invariant moments as a feature

because of its simplicity and wide use to place SERVE in its proper

perspective. We also provide another experiment with some shape

features.

4.2 Image Database

For our experiments, the standard COIL-20 image database [7] of

20 objects is used. Images of all the 20 objects were taken at pose

intervals of 5 degrees. This corresponds to a total of 1,440 gray-

scale images. Details can be found in [7]. The images shown in

Fig. 5 are numbered starting from the top left in a row-major

fashion, e.g., the second to last (car) is “obj19,” the last image in the

second row (“vaseline”) is “obj10.”
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Fig. 3. Normal bit-planes, OR-ed bit-planes with their graphs, and SERVE. (a) Original bit-planes. (b) OR-ed bit-planes, SERVE ¼ f1; 1;ÿ1;ÿ2g. (c) Augmented graphs

of the OR-ed bit-planes.



4.3 Combining Serve with Invariant Moments for Image
Retrieval

Among many image features that are invariant under shifts,

changes of scale, and rotation, and to general linear transforma-

tions, the set of invariant moments [6], [10] attracted wide attention

because of its simplicity of computation. Reiss [10] presented a

corrected version of the set of moments invariant to the general

linear transformation presented earlier by Hu [6]. In this paper, we

show that a simple feature like SERVE can enhance image retrieval

efficiency significantly when combined with the set of four

invariant moments proposed by Reiss [10].

4.3.1 Measures for Aggregating and Discriminating Features

The 72 images pertaining to each object are partitioned into

equivalence classes based on the equality of SERVE and moments

separately. As seen from Table 1, moments are found to be

different for each image of the same object, but SERVE for some

classes may have the same value for a group of images, e.g., obj15

in Table 1 has only eight different SERVE values. Considering

either SERVE or moments as a feature, each image is a point in a

four-dimensional space. With the distances representing the

normal Euclidean distances, we calculated the average distance

ðDobjÞ ( 72
2

ÿ �

distances) between two images of the same object

(intra-object distance). The corresponding coefficients of variances

of intra-object distances are also given in Table 1. They indicate

that the SERVE of different poses of the same object tend to remain

close, whereas the moment may discriminate different images.

Based on these observations and discussions in Section 1, we

devise a series of retrieval experiments by combining SERVE with

moments to improve retrieval success.

4.3.2 Retrieval Experiments

To test the combined feature of SERVE and moments, we perform
a retrieval experiment by first using SERVE followed by moments,
and vice versa. Given a query image, all the images (say, m)
corresponding to the first n distinct distances from the query
image are chosen. These m images are then ranked using their
moments. A success results if we retrieve an image of the same
object in COIL as the query. We also perform the experiment the
other way round, where moments are used first followed by
SERVE. The results are shown in the graph in Fig. 6a, where n is
varied from 5 to 72. The curve marked (SERVE, moments) is the
one when SERVE is used first followed by moments and it clearly
shows better performance than the other case. Even when n ¼ 72, a
retrieval success of 43 percent was reported. This graph best
determines the relation of SERVE and moments. Further, com-
pared to moments alone, retrieval based on the combined feature
of (SERVE, moments) shows a marked improvement. We also
experimented with an eight-dimensional feature vector comprising
the four-tuple SERVE and the four invariant moments, instead of
the feature augmentation described earlier. It is interesting to
observe that the results were almost the same as the case when
moments were used first followed by SERVE.

SERVE can be used with other possible discriminating features
for better retrieval. We devised another set of experiments where
the following simple shape features were used instead of moments.
A gray-level image is thresholded at a value corresponding to the
fourth bit-plane (a value of 16). The features are [16]: 1) the ratio of
area and the square of perimeter and 2) the convex hull deficiency
ratio, defined as the ratio between the original area and the area
formed by the convex hull of the edge points. Again, given a query
image, all the images (say, m) corresponding to the first n distinct
distances from the query image are chosen. These m images are
then ranked using these two features. The retrieval success
improves compared to use of SERVE followed by moments, as
shown in Fig. 6b.

In Section 3, SERVE is defined as a 4-tuple fE7; E6; E5; E4g. We
may call it as index-4 SERVE. We have also studied how the
success ratio continues to improve with inclusion of each Ei

starting from the most significant element fE7g. We performed the
same retrieval experiment as described earlier considering index-1
feature (i.e., fE7gÞ only, index-2 feature (i.e., fE7; E6gÞ, index-3 (i.e.,
fE7; E6; E5gÞ, and, finally, index-4 ðfE7; E6; E5; E4gÞ, i.e., SERVE.
The results shown in Fig. 6c demonstrate that the success ratio
improves steadily with increasing indices but with diminishing
returns. This justifies the choice of 4-tuple SERVE as a feature
vector. It is also interesting to notice the retrieval results (Fig. 7)
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Fig. 4. Illustration of normal and OR-ed bit-planes and SERVE for an original image. (a) Original bit-planes B7, B6 B5, and B4. (b) OR-ed bit-planes and SERVE; the

SERVE here is fÿ5;ÿ8;ÿ6;ÿ4g.

Fig. 5. COIL objects.



corresponding to n ¼ 10 for some cases (see Table 1) with (SERVE,
moments) as the feature vector. This corresponds to the case n ¼ 10

in the curve marked (SERVE, moments) in the graph in Fig. 6a. It
may be observed that the failure images of the other retrieved
objects show a striking similarity in either shape or luminance to
the query object. Concerning the CPU time, Table 1 shows that
SERVE is faster than moment computation.

4.4 Efficiency of SERVE Based on Bit-Plane
Augmentation

To justify empirically the use of bit-plane augmentation as in
SERVE, we performed some experiments comparing it with few
other types of Euler vector as defined below for a gray-tone image.

Euler Vector of type-2. This is defined as a four-tuple
fE7; E6; E5; E4g, where Ej is the Euler number of the partial
two-tone image formed by the jth bit-plane, 4 � j � 7,
corresponding to the binary code representation of the intensity
values.

Euler Vector of type-3. This is a four-tuple fE7; E6; E5; E4g,
where Ej is the Euler number of the partial two-tone image formed
by the jth bit-plane, 4 � j � 7, corresponding to the reflected gray
code representation of the intensity values. This definition was
used earlier as a characteristic feature of a gray-tone image [2].

Euler Vector of type-4. This is a four-tuple fE7; E6; E5; E4g,
where E7 is the Euler number of bit-plane B7 and any other Ej is
the Euler number of the partial two-tone image formed by OR-ing
the jth bit-plane with the ðjþ 1Þth bit-plane, 4 � j � 6, corre-
sponding to the binary code representation of the intensity values.

We have run our retrieval experiment considering the above
three types of Euler vector and compared the results with SERVE.
From Figs. 8a, 8b, and 8c, it is evident that the retrieval results
based on SERVE (Euler vector of type-1) outperform significantly
those obtained by the other three types of Euler vector including
the earlier one reported in [2]. The intuitive justification in favor of
SERVE lies in its improved capability of capturing connectivity
information across the bit-planes of a gray-tone image.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

A new combinatorial signature for a gray-tone image, called the
Stacked Euler vector (SERVE), is proposed. The definition is derived
from the classical Euler number of a binary image and the
augmented graphs derived by successive OR-ing of bit-planes.
Computation of SERVE does not involve any floating point
operation and, hence, can be accomplished very fast. Experimental
results showing its use as an aggregating feature have been
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TABLE 1
Comparative Results

Fig. 6. Retrieval results when SERVE was used followed by moments and vice versa on the COIL database. (SERVE, moments) means SERVE was used first followed

by moments and vice versa for (moments, SERVE). (a) Retrieval successes of SERVE and moment augmentation. (b) Retrieval successes of SERVE and shape feature

augmentation. (c) Retrieval successes for different indices of SERVE.
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